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Tools, Equipment, Machines, Useful Things 7s 

A 

ABRADER AABDERR tool for abrading [n -S] 

ADAPTED AADDEPT ADAPT, to make suitable [v] 

ADAPTER AADEPRT one that adapts (to make suitable) [n -S] 

ADAPTOR AADOPRT adapter (one that adapts (to make suitable)) [n -S] 

ADWARES AADERSW ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

AERADIO AADEIOR Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AIRBAGS AABGIRS AIRBAG, inflatable safety device in automobile [n] 

AIRBOAT AABIORT boat used in swampy areas [n -S] 

AIRFOIL AFIILOR part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n -S] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT aerial cable car [n -S] 

ALEMBIC ABCEILM apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 

ALIDADE AADDEIL device used in angular measurement [n -S] 

ALIDADS AADDILS ALIDAD, alidade (device used in angular measurement) [n] 

ALLIAKS AAIKLLS ALLIAK, Inuit sledge [n] 

AMTRACK AACKMRT amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n -S] 

AMTRACS AACMRST AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

AMTRAKS AAKMRST AMTRAK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

ANCHORS ACHNORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [n] 

ANDIRON ADINNOR metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n -S] 

ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

ANKUSES AEKNSSU ANKUS, elephant goad [n] 

ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S] 

ANTICAR AACINRT opposed to cars [adj] 

ANVILED ADEILNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

APAREJO AAEJOPR type of saddle [n -S] 

APPLETS AELPPST APPLET, computer program for simple task [n] 

ATHODYD ADDHOTY type of jet engine [n -S] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

AUTOBUS ABOSTUU bus [n -ES or -SSES] 

AUTOPEN AENOPTU device for imitating signatures [n -S] 
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BACKHOE ABCEHKO to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v -D, ING, -S] 

BACKOUT ABCKOTU reversal of launching procedures [n -S] 

BACKSAW AABCKSW type of saw [n -S] 

BAIDARS AABDIRS BAIDAR, bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n] 

BALLUTE ABELLTU small inflatable parachute [n -S] 

BANDSAW AABDNSW type of power saw [n -S] 

BARBELL ABBELLR exercise apparatus [n -S] 

BARLOWS ABLORSW BARLOW, jackknife [n] 

BARONGS ABGNORS BARONG, broad knife [n] 

BARQUES ABEQRSU BARQUE, sailing vessel [n] 

BARROWS ABORRSW BARROW, type of cart [n] 
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BARWARE AABERRW barroom equipment [n -S] 

BATARDS AABDRST BATARD, birch-bark canoe [n] 

BATBOYS ABBOSTY BATBOY, boy who minds baseball equipment [n] 

BATEAUX AABETUX BATEAU, flat-bottomed boat [n] 

BATGIRL ABGILRT girl who minds baseball equipment [n -S] 

BATTEAU AABETTU bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n -X] 

BATTERY ABERTTY device for generating electric current [n -RIES] 

BECKETS BCEEKST BECKET, securing rope [n] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth finishing machine [n -S] 

BELAYED ABDEELY BELAY, to fasten rope [v] 

BELAYER ABEELRY one that belays (to fasten rope) [n -S] 

BELLING BEGILLN BELL, to provide with bell (ringing device) [v] 

BERAKED ABDEEKR BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BERAKES ABEEKRS BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BERLINE BEEILNR limousine [n -S] 

BERLINS BEILNRS BERLIN, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

BIBCOCK BBCCIKO type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n -S] 

BICYCLE BCCEILY to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIDARKA AABDIKR Inuit canoe [n -S] 

BIFACES ABCEFIS BIFACE, stone tool having cutting edge [n] 

BIFFIES BEFFIIS BIFFY, toilet [n] 

BIGHTED BDEGHIT BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v] 

BILBOAS ABBILOS BILBOA, bilbo (finely tempered sword) [n] 

BILBOES BBEILOS BILBO, finely tempered sword [n] 

BILLIES BEIILLS BILLY, short club [n] 

BIMETAL ABEILMT something composed of two metals [n -S] 

BIMORPH BHIMOPR device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n -S] 

BIOCHIP BCHIIOP hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n -S] 

BIPLANE ABEILNP type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

BIREMES BEEIMRS BIREME, ancient galley (long, low medieval ship) [n] 

BITTING BGIINTT BITT, to secure cable around post [v] 

BITURBO BBIORTU two-turbo engine [n -S] 

BITWISE BEIISTW denoting operator in computer program that deals with bits [adj] 

BIZJETS BEIJSTZ BIZJET, business jet-plane [n] 

BLOTTER BELORTT piece of ink-absorbing paper [n -S] 

BLOWGUN BGLNOUW tube through which darts may be blown [n -S] 

BLUNTER BELNRTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLUNTLY BLLNTUY BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adv] 

BOBBINS BBBINOS BOBBIN, thread holder [n] 

BOBSTAY ABBOSTY steadying rope [n -S] 

BODKINS BDIKNOS BODKIN, sharp instrument [n] 

BOILERS BEILORS BOILER, vessel for boiling [n] 

BOLTERS BELORST BOLTER, sifting machine [n] 

BOOKEND BDEKNOO support for row of books [n -S] 

BOOMBOX BBMOOOX portable radio and tape or compact disc player [n -ES] 

BOOTING BGINOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [v] 
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BORDURE BDEORRU border around shield [n -S] 

BOTNETS BENOSTT BOTNET, network of computers controlled by malware [n] 

BOULTED BDELOTU BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BOUSING BGINOSU BOUSE, to haul by means of tackle [v] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWLINE BEILNOW type of knot [n -S] 

BOWSAWS ABOSSWW BOWSAW, saw having blade in bow-shaped frame [n] 

BOWSERS BEORSSW BOWSER, truck having tank for fuel or water [n] 

BOWSHOT BHOOSTW distance arrow is shot [n -S] 

BOWSING BGINOSW BOWSE, to bouse (to haul by means of tackle) [v] 

BOWSMAN ABMNOSW bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n -MEN] 

BOWYERS BEORSWY BOWYER, maker of archery bows [n] 

BOXCARS ABCORSX BOXCAR, roofed freight car [n] 

BRADAWL AABDLRW type of awl (pointed tool for making small holes) [n -S] 

BRADDED ABDDDER BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v] 

BRADOON ABDNOOR bridoon (device used to control horse) [n -S] 

BRAYERS ABERRSY BRAYER, roller used to spread ink [n] 

BRAZIER ABEIRRZ one who works in brass [n -S] 

BRECHAM ABCEHMR collar for horse [n -S] 

BRIDLED BDDEILR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIDLER BDEILRR one that bridles (to control with restraint) [n -S] 

BRIDLES BDEILRS BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIDOON BDINOOR device used to control horse [n -S] 

BRITSKA ABIKRST open carriage [n -S] 

BRITZKA ABIKRTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BROADAX AABDORX broad-edged ax [n -ES] 

BROILER BEILORR device for broiling [n -S] 

BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BUCKSAW ABCKSUW wood-cutting saw [n -S] 

BUDDLES BDELSSU apparatus on which crushed ore is washed [n] 

BUGEYES BEEGSUY BUGEYE, small boat [n] 

BUGGIES BEGGISU BUGGY, light carriage [n] 

BULKERS BEKLRSU BULKER, ship that carries cargo in bulk (mass) [n] 

BULLEYS BELLSUY BULLEY, two-masted fishing boat [n] 

BUMKINS BIKMNSU BUMKIN, ship’s spar [n] 

BUOYAGE ABEGOUY group of buoys (warning float) [n -S] 

BURETTE BEERTTU measuring tube [n -S] 

BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n] 

BURRING BGINRRU BUR, to remove rough edge from [v] 

BURTONS BNORSTU BURTON, hoisting tackle [n] 

BUSBARS ABBRSSU BUSBAR, type of electrical conductor [n] 

BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S]  

BUTTONS BNOSTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUZZERS BERSUZZ BUZZER, signaling device [n] 
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CABLERS ABCELRS CABLER, one that supplies cable (heavy rope) [n] 

CABLETS ABCELST CABLET, small cable [n] 

CABLING ABCGILN cable or cables used for fastening something [n -S] / CABLE, to fasten with cable (heavy rope) [v] 

CABOOSE ABCEOOS last car of freight train [n -S] 

CABOVER ABCEORV truck having driver's compartment over engine [n -S] 

CAIQUES ACEIQSU CAIQUE, long, narrow rowboat [n] 

CALECHE ACCEEHL calash (light carriage) [n -S] 

CALESAS AACELSS CALESA, calash (light carriage) [n] 

CALIBER ABCEILR diameter of gun barrel [n -S] 

CALIBRE ABCEILR caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n -S] 

CALIPER ACEILPR to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALKINS ACIKLNS CALKIN, gripping projection on horseshoe [n] 

CALUMET ACELMTU ceremonial pipe [n -S] 

CAMIONS ACIMNOS CAMION, military truck [n] 

CANGUES ACEGNSU CANGUE, ancient Chinese punishing device [n] 

CANNULA AACLNNU tube inserted into bodily cavity [n -E, -S] 

CANTDOG ACDGNOT device used to move logs [n -S] 

CANTEEN ACEENNT small container for carrying water [n -S] 

CANTLES ACELNST CANTLE, rear part of saddle [n] 

CANULAE AACELNU CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [n] 

CANULAR AACLNRU CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [adj] 

CANULAS AACLNSU CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [n] 

CAPSTAN AACNPST machine used to hoist weights [n -S] 

CARABIN AABCINR carbine (light rifle) [n -S] 

CARACKS AACCKRS CARACK, carrack (large merchant ship) [n] 

CARAVEL AACELRV small sailing ship [n -S] 

CARBINE ABCEINR light rifle [n -S] 

CARBOYS ABCORSY CARBOY, large bottle [n] 

CARIOLE ACEILOR small, open carriage [n -S] 

CAROACH AACCHOR caroche (stately carriage) [n -S] 

CAROCHE ACCEHOR stately carriage [n -S] 

CARPOOL ACLOOPR to take turns driving group of commuters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARPORT ACOPRRT shelter for car [n -S] 

CARRACK AACCKRR large merchant ship [n -S] 

CARROCH ACCHORR caroche (stately carriage) [n -S] 

CARVELS ACELRSV CARVEL, caravel (small sailing ship) [n] 

CARWASH AACHRSW establishment equipped to wash automobiles [n -ES] 

CASHBOX ABCHOSX container for money [n -S] 

CASTERS ACERSST CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [n] 

CASTORS ACORSST CASTOR, caster (small, swiveling wheel) [n] 

CATBOAT AABCOTT small sailboat (boat that sails) [n -S] 

CATFALL AACFLLT anchor line [n -S] 

CATGUTS ACGSTTU CATGUT, strong cord [n] 

CATHEAD AACDEHT beam projecting from ship’s bow [n -S] 

CATLING ACGILNT surgical knife [n -S] 

CATLINS ACILNST CATLIN, catling (surgical knife) [n] 

CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n] 
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CENTRAL ACELNRT telephone exchange [n -S] 

CHABOUK ABCHKOU type of whip [n -S] 

CHABUKS ABCHKSU CHABUK, chabouk (type of whip) [n] 

CHAISES ACEHISS CHAISE, light carriage [n] 

CHARKAS AACHKRS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

CHARKHA AACHHKR spinning wheel [n -S] 

CHAUFER ACEFHRU chauffer (small furnace) [n -S] 

CHISELS CEHILSS CHISEL, to use chisel (cutting tool) [v] 

CHOCKED CCDEHKO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CHOPPED CDEHOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHOPPER CEHOPPR to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CICEROS CCEIORS CICERO, unit of measure in printing [n] 

CLAMPED ACDELMP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMPER ACELMPR device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n -S] 

CLEATED ACDEELT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVER ACEELRV heavy knife [n -S] 

CLIPPED CDEILPP CLIP, to trim by cutting [v] 

CLUNKER CEKLNRU jalopy (decrepit car) [n -S] 

COASTER ACEORST sled [n -S] 

COBBLED BBCDELO COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COBBLES BBCELOS COBBLE, to mend (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [v] 

COGWAYS ACGOSWY COGWAY, railway operating on steep slopes [n] 

COHERER CEEHORR device used to detect radio waves [n -S] 

COLTERS CELORST COLTER, blade on plow [n] 

COMATIK ACIKMOT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

COMBING BCGIMNO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v] 

COOKTOP CKOOOPT counter-top cooking apparatus [n -S] 

COOLANT ACLNOOT fluid used to cool engines [n -S] 

COPTERS CEOPRST COPTER, helicopter [n] 

CORACLE ACCELOR small boat [n -S] 

CORDERS CDEORRS CORDER, one that cords (to fasten with cord (thin rope)) [n] 

CORDING CDGINOR CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope) [v] 

CORVETS CEORSTV CORVET, corvette (small, swift warcraft) [n] 

COTTERS CEORSTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [n] 

COULTER CELORTU colter (blade on plow) [n -S] 

COUTEAU ACEOTUU knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n -X] 

COWLING CGILNOW covering for aircraft engine [n -S] 

CRAFTED ACDEFRT CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

CRAFTER ACDEFRT one that crafts (to make by hand) [n -S] 

CRAMPIT ACIMPRT piece of equipment used in curling [n -S] 

CRAMPON ACMNOPR device for raising heavy objects [n -S] 

CRANKED ACDEKNR CRANK, to start manually [v] 

CRAPPER ACEPPRR offensive word [n -S] 

CRAYONS ACNORSY CRAYON, to use drawing implement [v] 

CRESSET CEERSST metal cup for burning oil [n -S] 

CRINGLE CEGILNR small loop of rope [n -S] 

CROCHET CCEHORT small hook [n -S] 
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CROJIKS CIJKORS CROJIK, triangular sail [n] 

CROSSES CEORSSS CROSSE, lacrosse stick [n] 

CROWBAR ABCORRW to use steel bar as lever [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROZERS CEORRSZ CROZER, croze (tool used in barrel-making) [n] 

CRUSETS CERSSTU CRUSET, melting pot [n] 

CULVERT CELRTUV conduit [n -S] 

CURAGHS ACGHRSU CURAGH, currach (coracle (small boat)) [n] 

CURETTE CEERTTU to treat with curet (surgical instrument) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

CURRACH ACCHRRU coracle (small boat) [n -S] 

CURRAGH ACGHRRU currach (coracle (small boat)) [n -S] 

CURSORS CORRSSU CURSOR, light indicator on computer display [n] 

CUTLERS CELRSTU CUTLER, one who sells and repairs cutting tools [n] 

CUTLERY CELRTUY occupation of cutler (one who sells and repairs cutting tools) [n -RIES] 

CUTTERS CERSTTU CUTTER, one that cuts (to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument) [n] 

CUTTING CGINTTU CUT, to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

CYBORGS BCGORSY CYBORG, human linked to mechanical device for life support [n] 
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DADOING ADDGINO DADO, to set into groove [v] 

DAGGERS ADEGGRS DAGGER, to stab with small knife [v] 

DAMPING ADGIMNP ability of device to prevent instability [n -S] / DAMP, to lessen in intensity [v] 

DARBIES ABDEIRS handcuffs [n] 

DASHPOT ADHOPST shock absorber [n -S] 

DEADMAN AADDEMN anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n -MEN] 

DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] 

DECKELS CDEEKLS DECKEL, deckle (frame used to make paper by hand)[n] 

DECKLES CDEEKLS DECKLE, frame used to make paper by hand) [n] 

DEFRAGS ADEFGRS DEFRAG, to eliminate fragmentation in computer file [v] 

DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DEMOING DEGIMNO DEMO, to demonstrate [v] 

DENTURE DEENRTU set of teeth [n -S] 

DEPERMS DEEMPRS DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DERRICK CDEIKRR hoisting apparatus [n -S] 

DETENTS DEENSTT DETENT, locking or unlocking mechanism [n] 

DEVICES CDEEISV DEVICE, something devised or constructed for specific purpose [n] 

DEXTRIN DEINRTX substance used as adhesive[n -S] 

DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate with calibrated device) [n] 

DIALING ADGIILN DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk [v] 

DIALIST ADIILST dialer (one that dials (to manipulate with calibrated device) [n -S] 

DIALLED ADDEILL DIAL, to manipulate calibrated device [v] 

DIALLER ADEILLR dialer (one that dials (to manipulate with calibrated device)  [n -S] 

DIATRON ADINORT circuitry designed that uses diodes [n -S] 

DIBBERS BBDEIRS DIBBER, planting implement [n] 

DIBBING BBDGIIN DIB, to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water [v] 

DIBBLED BBDDEIL DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIBBLER BBDEILR one that dibbles (to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water)) [n -S] 
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DIBBLES BBDEILS DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIESELS DEEILSS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition turned off [v] 

DIGITAL ADGIILT piano key [n -S] 

DILDOES DDEILOS DILDO, object used as penis substitute [n] 

DIMMERS DEIMMRS DIMMER, device for varying intensity of illumination [n] 

DINGEYS DEGINSY DINGEY, dinghy (small boat) [n] 

DINGIES DEGIINS DINGY, dinghy (small boat) [n] 

DINKEYS DEIKNSY DINKEY, small locomotive [n] 

DINKIES DEIIKNS DINKY, dinkey (small locomotive) [n] 

DISCING CDGIINS DISC, to disk (to break up land with type of farm implement) [v] 

DISCOID CDDIIOS disk (flat, circular plate) [adj] 

DISHPAN ADHINPS pan for washing dishes [n -S] 

DISHRAG ADGHIRS cloth for washing dishes [n -S]  

DISKERS DEIKRSS DISKER, one that disks (to break up land with type of farm implement) [n -S] 

DISKING DGIIKNS DISK, to break up land with type of farm implement [v] 

DISTAFF ADFFIST type of staff [n -S, -AVES] 

DOGCART ACDGORT one-horse carriage [n -S] 

DOGGERS DEGGORS DOGGER, fishing vessel [n] 

DOGSLED DDEGLOS to move on sled drawn by dogs [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

DOGVANE ADEGNOV small vane [n -S] 

DOLLIED DDEILLO DOLLY, to move on wheeled platform [v] 

DOLLIES DEILLOS DOLLY, to move on wheeled platform [v] 

DONGLES DEGLNOS DONGLE, device for computer [n] 

DOODADS ADDDOOS DOODAD, article whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

DOODAHS ADDHOOS DOODAH, small useful device [n] 

DOORMAT ADMOORT mat placed in front of door [n -S] 

DOSSILS DILOSSS DOSSIL, cloth roll for wiping ink [n] 

DOWELED DDEELOW DOWEL, to fasten with wooden pins [v] 

DRAWBAR AABDRRW railroad coupler [n -S] 

DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DREDGER DDEEGRR one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [n =S] 

DREDGES DDEEGRS DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DRILLED DDEILLR DRILL, to bore hole in [v] 

DRILLER DEILLRR one that drills (to bore hole in) [n -S] 

DROGUES DEGORSU DROGUE, sea anchor [n] 

DROMOND DDMNOOR large fast-sailing medieval galley [n -S] 

DROMONS DMNOORS DROMON, dromond (large fast-sailing medieval galley) [n] 

DROPPER DEOPPRR tube for dispensing liquid in drops [n -S] 

DROPTOP DOOPPRT convertible automobile [n -S] 

DROSHKY DHKORSY open carriage [n -KIES] 

DUALLIE ADEILLU dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n -S] 

DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S] / DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] 

DUDEENS DDEENSU DUDEEN, short tobacco pipe [n] 

DUGOUTS DGOSTUU DUGOUT, canoe made by hollowing out log [n] 

DULLING DGILLNU DULL, to make less sharp [v] 

DULLISH DHILLSU somewhat dull [adj] 

DULNESS DELNSSU dullness (state of being dull (to make less sharp) [n -ES] 
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DUSTOFF DFFOSTU military helicopter for evacuating wounded [n -S] 
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EARBUDS ABDERSU EARBUD, small earphone [n] 

EARINGS AEGINRS EARING, line on ship [n] 

EARPLUG AEGLPRU plug for ear [n -S] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S] 

ELEVONS EELNOSV ELEVON, type of airplane control surface [n] 

EMAILED ADEEILM EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n] 

ENGINED DEEGINN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGINES EEGINNS ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EPOXIED DEEIOPX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPOXIES EEIOPSX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPOXYED DEEOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EUPHROE EEHOPRU device used to adjust shipboard awning [n -S] 

EXCIDED CDDEEIX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EYEBARS ABEERSY EYEBAR, metal bar with loop at one or both ends [n] 

EYEBOLT BEELOTY type of bolt or screw [n -S] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR] 
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FACTURE ACEFRTU act of making something [n -S] 

FAIRING AFGIINR structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S] 

FALLOWS AFLLOSW FALLOW, to plow and leave unseeded [v] 

FANJETS AEFJNST FANJET, type of jet engine [n] 

FANNERS AEFNNRS FANNER, one that fans (to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion)) [n] 

FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v] 

FARRIER AEFIRRR one that shoes horses [n -S] 

FASTENS AEFNSST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v] 

FATWOOD ADFOOTW wood used for kindling [n -S]  

FAUCETS ACEFSTU FAUCET, device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe [n] 

FELLIES EEFILLS FELLY, felloe (rim of wheel) [n] 

FELLOES EEFLLOS FELLOE, rim of wheel [n] 

FELUCCA ACCEFLU swift sailing vessel [n -S] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FERRELS EEFLRRS FERREL, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 
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FERULED DEEFLRU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERULES EEFLRSU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FETTLED DEEFLTT FETTLE, to cover hearth with fettling (material to protect it) [n -S] 

FETTLER EEFLRTT one that fettles, (to cover hearth with fettling (material to protect it)) [n -S] 

FETTLES EEFLSTT FETTLE, to cover hearth with fettling (material to protect it) [n -S] 

FIACRES ACEFIRS FIACRE, small carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

FILINGS FGIILNS FILING, particle remove from file [n] 

FILTERS EFILRST FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

FINNING FGIINNN FIN, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures) [v] 

FIPPLES EFILPPS FIPPLE, plug of wood at mouth of certain wind instruments [n] 

FIREBOX BEFIORX chamber in which fuel is burned [n -ES] 

FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S] 

FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S] 

FIRMERS EFIMRRS FIRMER, woodworking tool [n] 

FISHGIG FGGHIIS pronged implement for spearing fish [n -S] 

FISHNET EFHINST net for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHWAY AFHISWY device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n -S] 

FITMENT EFIMNTT equipment [n -S] 

FIXABLE ABEFILX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

FIZGIGS FGGIISZ FIZGIG, fishgig (pronged implement for spearing fish) [n] 

FLANGED ADEFGLN FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANGER AEFGLNR one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim) [n -S] 

FLANGES AEFGLNS FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLATBED ABDEFLT type of truck or trailer [n -S] 

FLATCAR AACFLRT railroad car without sides or roof [n -S] 

FLATTOP AFLOPTT aircraft carrier [n -S] 

FLEMISH EFHILMS to coil rope in certain manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSER EFLORSS one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n -S] 

FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOTSAM AFLMOST floating wreckage of ship or its cargo [n -S] 

FLUERIC CEFILRU FLUERICS, fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [adj] 

FLUIDIC CDFIILU FLUIDICS, branch of mechanical engineering [adj] 

FLYBOAT ABFLOTY small, fast boat [n -S] 

FLYLINE EFILLNY type of line used in fly fishing [n -S] 

FLYTIER EFILRTY maker of fishing flies [n -S] 

FLYTRAP AFLPRTY trap for catching flies [n -S] 

FOLIATE AEFILOT to hammer into thin plates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FORCEPS CEFOPRS instrument for seizing and holding objects [n -CIPES] 

FOREBAY ABEFORY reservoir from which water is taken to run equipment [n -S] 

FORETOP EFOOPRT platform at head of ship’s foremast [n -S] 

FORKERS EFKORRS FORKER, one that forks (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [n] 

FORKFUL FFKLORU as much as fork will hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

FORKIER EFIKORR FORKY, resembling fork (pronged implement) [adj] 

FORKING FGIKNOR FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [v] 

FOUNDRY DFNORUY establishment in which metal is cast [n -RIES] 

FOURGON FGNOORU wagon for carrying baggage [n -S] 
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FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FRETSAW AEFRSTW narrow-bladed saw [n -S] 

FRIDGES DEFGIRS FRIDGE, refrigerator [n] 

FRIGATE AEFGIRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

FRISKET EFIKRST frame used to protect paper in printing press [n -S] 

FRITZES EFIRSTZ FRITZ, nonfunctioning state [n] 

FROGMAN AFGMNOR person equipped for extended periods of underwater swimming [n -MEN] 

FRYPANS AFNPRSY FRYPAN, pan for frying food [n] 

FULCRUM CFLMRUU support for lever [n -S, -RA] 

FULLERS EFLLRSU FULLER, to groove with type of hammer [v] 

FULLERY EFLLRUY place for fulling cloth [n -RIES] 

FUNCTOR CFNORTU one that functions (to be in action) [n -S] 

FUNNELS EFLNNSU FUNNEL, to pass through funnel (cone-shaped utensil) [v] 

FURNISH FHINRSU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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GABBARD AABBDGR barge [n -S] 

GABBART AABBGRT gabbard (barge) [n -S] 

GABOONS ABGNOOS GABOON, spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n] 

GADGETS ADEGGST GADGET, mechanical device [n] 

GADGETY ADEGGTY GADGET, mechanical device [adj -TIER, -TIEST]  

GALIOTS AGILOST GALIOT, galliot (small galley) [n] 

GALLEON AEGLLNO large sailing vessel [n -S] 

GALLIOT AGILLOT small galley [n -S] 

GARTERS AEGRRST GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

GASKETS AEGKSST GASKET, packing to make something fluid-tight [n] 

GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing to make something fluid-tight) [n -S] 

GAUGERS AEGGRSU GAUGER, one that gauges (to measure precisely) [n] 

GAUGING AGGGINU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v] 

GAUNTRY AGNRTUY gantry (structure for supporting railroad signals) [n -RIES] 

GAVELED ADEEGLV GAVEL, to signal for attention or order by use of gavel (small mallet) [v] 

GEARBOX ABEGORX automotive transmission [n -ES] 

GEARING AEGGINR system of gears [n -S] / GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts) [v] 

GENLOCK CEGKLNO to use device designed to synchronize video signals [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GHARRIS AGHIRRS GHARRI, gharry (carriage used in India) [n] 

GIBBING BBGGIIN GIB, to fasten with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

GIGGING GGGGIIN GIG, to catch fish with pronged spear [v] 

GILLING GGIILLN GILL, to catch fish with type of net [v] 

GILLNET AEGILLNT to gill (to catch fish with type of net [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

GIMBALS ABGILMS GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v] 

GIMLETS EGILMST GIMLET, to pierce with boring tool [v] 

GIMMALS AGILMMS GIMMAL, pair of interlocking rings [n] 

GIRDERS DEGIRRS GIRDER, horizontal support [n] 

GLAIVED ADEGILV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [adj] 

GLAIVES AEGILSV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [n] 

GLIDERS DEGILRS GLIDER, type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n] 
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GLITCHY CGHILTY characterized by glitches (malfunction) [adj]  

GLUEING EGGILNU GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance) [v] 

GLUEPOT EGLOPTU pot for melting glue [n -S] 

GLUIEST EGILSTU GLUEY, resembling glue [adj] 

GOADING ADGGINO GOAD, to drive animals with goad (pointed stick) [v] 

GONDOLA ADGLNOO long, narrow boat [n -S] 

GOSPORT GOOPRST communication device in airplane [n -S] 

GRAPLES AEGLPRS GRAPLE, small anchor [n] 

GRAPLIN AGILNPR grapnel (type of anchor) [n -S] 

GRAPNEL AEGLNPR type of anchor [n -S] 

GREASED ADEEGRS GREASE, to smear grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

GREASER AEEGRRS one that greases (to smear grease (lubricating substance)) [n -S] 

GREASES AEEGRSS GREASE, to smear grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

GRENADE ADEEGNR explosive device [n -S] 

GRINDED DDEGINR GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GRINDER DEGINRR one that grinds (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

GROMMET EGMMORT to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GROUNDS DGNORSU GROUND, GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction [v] 

GRUMMET EGMMRTU to grommet (to fasten with reinforcing ring of metal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GUAYULE AEGLUUY shrub that is source of rubber [n -S] 

GUNBOAT ABGNOTU armed vessel [n -S] 

GUNLOCK CGKLNOU mechanism which ignites charge of gun [n -S] 

GUNSHIP GHINPSU armed helicopter [n -S] 

GUNTERS EGNRSTU GUNTER, type of sail [n] 

GURDIES DEGIRSU GURDY, winch on fishing boat [n] 

GUYLINE EGILNUY rope, chain, or wire used as brace [n -S] 
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HACKSAW AACHKSW to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

HAFTERS AEFHRST HAFTER, one that hafts (to supply with handle) [n] 

HAFTING AFGHINT HAFT, to supply with handle [v] 

HAIRCUT ACHIRTU cutting of hair [n -S] 

HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

HAIRPIN AHIINPR hair fastener [n -S] 

HALVING AGHILNV act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n -S] 

HALYARD AADHLRY line used to hoist sail [n -S] 

HAMMERS AEHMMRS HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

HAMMOCK ACHKMMO hanging cot [n -S] 

HANDCAR AACDHNR hand-operated railroad car [n -S] 

HANDSAW AADHNSW saw used manually [n -S] 

HANDSET ADEHNST type of telephone [n -S] 

HANSOMS AHMNOSS HANSOM, light carriage [n] 

HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

HARNESS AEHNRSS to put tackle on draft animal [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HARPOON AHNOOPR to strike with harpoon [v -ED, -ING, -S]           

HASPING AGHINPS HASP, to fasten with clasp [v] 
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HATCHEL ACEHHLT to separate flax fibers with comb [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HATCHET CEHHTT small ax [n -S] 

HATPINS AHINPST HATPIN, pin for securing hat [n] 

HAWSERS AEHRSSW HAWSER, mooring rope [n] 

HAYFORK AFHKORY tool for pitching hay [n -S] 

HAYRACK AACHKRY frame used in hauling hay [n -S] 

HAYWIRE AEHIRWY wire used in baling hay [n -S] 

HEADERS ADEEHRS HEADER, grain harvester [n] 

HEARSED ADEEHRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARSES AEEHRSS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEATERS AEEHRST HEATER, apparatus for heating [n] 

HEDDLES DDEEHLS HEDDLE, part of loom [n] 

HEEZING EEGHINZ HEEZE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HELVING EGHILNV HELVE, to provide with handle [v] 

HERDICS CDEHIRS HERDIC, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

HEWABLE ABEEHLW HEW, to cut with ax [adj] 

HIBACHI ABCHHII cooking device [n -S] 

HICKEYS CEHIKSY HICKEY, gadget (mechanical device) [n] 

HICKIES CEHIIKS HICKEY, gadget (mechanical device) [n] / HICKIE [n] 

HINGERS EGHINRS HINGER, one that hinges (to attach jointed device) [n] 

HINGING GGHIINN HINGE, to attach jointed device [v] 

HISTING GHIINST HIST, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HITCHED CDEHHIT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HITCHER CEHHIRT one that hitches (to fasten with knot or hook) [n -S] 

HITCHES CEHHIST HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HOBBERS BBEHORS HOBBER, one that hobs (to furnish with hobnails) [n] 

HOBBING BBGHINO HOB, to furnish with hobnails [v] 

HOBNAIL ABHILNO to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOELIKE EEHIKLO resembling hoe [adj] 

HOISING GHIINOS HOISE, to hoist (to haul up by some mechanical means) [v] 

HOISTED DEHIOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

HOISTER EHIORST one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n -S] 

HOOKAHS AHHKOOS HOOKAH, water pipe [n] 

HOOKLET EHKLOOT small hook [n -S] 

HOOPERS EHOOPRS HOOPER, one that hoops (to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal)) [n] 

HOOPING GHINOOP HOOP, to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal) [v] 

HOTLINK HIKLNOT connection between two computer files [n -S] 

HOUDAHS ADHHOSU HOUDAH, howdah (seat on elephant or camel for riders) [n] 

HOWDAHS ADHHOSW HOWDAH, seat on elephant or camel for riders [n] 

HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

HUMVEES EEHMSUV HUMVEE, type of motor vehicle [n] 

HUSWIFE  EFHISUW sewing kit [n -IVES, -S] 

HYPOIDS DHIOPSY HYPOID, type of toothed wheel [n] 
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ICEBOAT ABCEIOT to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INBOARD ABDINOR type of boat motor [n -S] 

INFEEDS DEEFINS INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

INHAULS AHILNSU INHAUL, line for bringing in sail [n] 

INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INUTILE EIILNTU useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

IRONING GIINNOR clothes pressed or to be pressed [n -S] / IRON, to furnish with iron (metallic element) [v] 
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JACKERS ACEJKRS JACKER, one that jacks (to raise with type of lever) [n] 

JACKING ACGIJKN JACK, to raise with type of lever [v] 

JALOPPY AJLOPPY jalopy (decrepit car) [n -PPIES] 

JEEPING EEGIJNP JEEP, to travel by small type of motor vehicle [v] 

JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S] 

JEMMIED DEEIJMM JEMMY, to jimmy (to pry open with crowbar) [v] 

JEMMIES EEIJMMS JEMMY, to jimmy (to pry open with crowbar) [v] 

JESSING EGIJNSS JESS, to fasten straps around legs of hawk [v] / JESSE [v] 

JETFOIL EFIJLOT jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n -S] 

JETLIKE EEIJKLT resembling jet airplane [adj] 

JETPACK ACEJKPT backpack with jets to transport wearer [n -S] 

JETSAMS AEJMSST JETSAM, goods cast overboard [n] 

JETSOMS EJMOSST JETSOM, jetsam (goods cast overboard) [n] 

JETWAYS AEJSTWY JETWAY, telescoping corridor that extends from airport terminal to aircraft–trademark [n] 

JIGLIKE EGIIJKL resembling jig [adj] 

JIGSAWN AGIJNSW JIGSAW, to cut with type of saw [v] 

JIGSAWS AGIJSSW JIGSAW, to cut with type of saw [v] 

JIMMIED DEIIJMM JIMMY, to pry open with crowbar [v] 

JIMMIES EIIJMMS JIMMY, to pry open with crowbar [v] 

JOBNAME ABEJMNO computer code for job instruction [n -S] 

JOINERS EIJNORS JOINER, carpenter [n] 

JOINERY EIJNORY trade of joiner (carpenter) [n -RIES] 

JOYPADS ADJOPSY JOYPAD, device with buttons to control computer images [n] 

JUKEBOX BEJKOUX coin-operated phonograph [n -ES] 

JUMARED ADEJMRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 
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KALIANS AAIKLNS KALIAN, hookah (water pipe) [n] 

KAMOTIK AIKKMOT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

KAMOTIQ AIKMOQT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

KARAOKE AAEKKOR musical device to which user sings along [n -S] 

KAYAKED AADEKKY KAYAK, to travel in kayak (Inuit canoe) [v] 

KECKLED CDEEKKL KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KECKLES CEEKKLS KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KERFING EFGIKNR KERF, to make incision with cutting tool [v] 

KETCHES CEEHKST KETCH, sailing vessel [n] 

KEYCARD ACDEKRY coded card for operating device [n -S] 
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KEYHOLE EEHKLOY hole for key [n -S] 

KEYLESS EEKLSSY being without key [adj] 

KEYPADS ADEKPSY KEYPAD, small keyboard [n] 

KEYSETS EEKSSTY KEYSET, system of finger levers [n] 

KEYWAYS AEKSWYY KEYWAY, slot for key [n] 

KIBITKA ABIIKKT type of Russian sled or wagon [n -S] 

KILLICK CIIKKLL small anchor [n -S] 

KILLOCK CIKKLLO killick (small anchor) [n -S] 

KILNING GIIKLNN KILN, to bake in type of oven [v] 

KILOBIT BIIKLOT unit of computer information [n -S] 

KINGPIN GIIKNNP central bolt connecting axle to vehicle [n -S] 

KITTING GIIKNTT KIT, to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v] 

KLISTER EIKLRST wax for skis [n -S] 

KNOTTED DEKNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v] 

KNOTTER EKNORTT one that knots (to tie in knot (closed loop)) [n -S] 

KOMATIK AIKKMOT Inuit sledge [n -S] 

KUDLIKS DIKKLSU KUDLIK, Inuit oil lamp [n] 
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LADDERS ADDELRS LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

LADLERS ADELLRS LADLER, one that ladles (to lift out with ladle (type of spoon)) [n] 

LADLING ADGILLN LADLE, to lift out with ladle (type of spoon) [v] 

LAGENDS ADEGLNS LAGEND, lagan (goods thrown into the sea with a buoy attached to enable recovery) [n] 

LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S] 

LANDAUS AADLNSU LANDAU, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

LANIARD AADILNR lanyard (fastening rope on ship) [n -S] 

LANYARD AADLNRY fastening rope on ship [n -S] 

LAPTOPS ALOPPST LAPTOP, small computer for use on one's lap [n] 

LASERED ADEELRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LATCHED ACDEHLT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHES ACEHLST LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHET ACEHLTT thong used to fasten shoe [n -S] 

LATEENS AEELNST LATEEN, sailing vessel [n] 

LATHING AGHILNT work made of or using laths [n -S] / LATHE, to cut or shape on type of machine [v] 

LATIGOS AGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LAYETTE AEELTTY outfit of clothing and equipment for newborn child [n -S] 

LEASHED ADEEHLS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEASHES AEEHLSS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v] 

LEVERED DEEELRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

LEWISES EEILSSW LEWIS, hoisting device [n] 

LIMBECK BCEIKLM alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n -S] 

LIMITED DEIILMT train or bus making few stops [n -S] 

LINKUPS IKLNPSU LINKUP, something that serves as linking device [n] 

LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES] 

LISTERS EILRSST LISTER, type of plow [n] 
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LOCKING CGIKLNO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [v] 

LOCKNUT CKLNOTU nut which keeps another from loosening [n -S] 

LOCKSET CEKLOST set of hardware for locking door [n -S] 

LOGOFFS FFGLOOS LOGOFF, logout (act of ending connection with computer system) [n] 

LOGOUTS GLOOSTU LOGOUT, act of ending connection with computer system [n] 

LOIDING DGIILNO LOID, to open spring lock by using piece of celluloid [v] 

LONGBOW BGLNOOW type of archery bow [n -S] 

LORGNON GLNNOOR pair of eyeglasses with handle [n -S] 

LORIMER EILMORR maker of implements for harnesses and saddles [n -S] 

LORINER EILNORR lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n -S] 

LORRIES EILORRS LORRY, type of wagon or truck [n] 

LUGGERS EGGLRSU LUGGER, small sailing vessel [n] 

LUGSAIL AGILLSU type of sail [n -s] 

LUNATES AELNSTU LUNATE, crescent-shaped implement [n] 
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MACHINE ACEHIMN to process by machine (mechanical device) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MAGLEVS AEGLMSV MAGLEV, train using magnets to move above tracks [n] 

MAILBAG AABGILM bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n -S] 

MALLETS AELLMST MALLET, type of hammer [n] 

MALWARE AAELMRW software designed to disable computers [n -S] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MANDREL ADELMNR shaft on which tool is mounted [n -S] 

MANDRIL ADILMNR mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n -S] 

MANMADE AADEMMN made by man [adj] 

MANROPE AEMNOPR rope used as handrail [n -S] 

MASHIES AEHIMSS MASHIE, golf club [n] / MASHY, mashie (golf club) [n] 

MASTING AGIMNST MAST, to provide with mast (long pole on ship that supports sails and rigging) [v] 

MATTOCK ACKMOTT digging tool [n -S] 

MEASURE AEEMRSU to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MEGABIT ABEGIMT unit of computer information [n -S] 

METATES AEEMSTT METATE, stone used for grinding grains [n] 

METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

METRICS CEIMRST METRIC, standard of measurement [n] 

METRING EGIMNRT METRE, to meter (to measure by mechanical means) [v] 

METUMPS EMMPSTU METUMP, tumpline (strap for supporting load on back) [n] 

MILLING GIILLMN MILL, to grind by mechanical means [v] 

MILLRUN ILLMNRU millrace (current of water that drives mill wheel) [n -S] 

MIMEOED DEEIMMO MIMEO, to make copies of by use of mimeograph [v] 

MINIBAR ABIIMNR small refrigerator stocked with beverages [n -S] 

MINIBUS BIIMNSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MINICAB ABCIIMN small taxicab [n -S] 

MINICAM ACIIMMN small portable television camera [n -S] 

MINICAR ACIIMNR small automobile [n -S] 

MINIVAN AIIMNNV small van [n -S] 

MINTAGE AEGIMNT act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n -S] 
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MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

MINTING GIIMNNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [v] 

MISDIAL ADIILMS to dial wrongly [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

MISKEYS EIKMSSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MISUSED DEIMSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MISUSER EIMRSSU one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n -S] 

MISUSES EIMSSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MIZZENS EIMNSZZ MIZZEN, type of sail [n] 

MODEMED DDEEMMO MODEM, to transmit by modem (device for converting signals from one form to another) [v] 

MONOPOD DMNOOOP one-legged support for camera [n -S] 

MONOSKI IKMNOOS single broad ski for both feet [n -S] 

MORTICE CEIMORT to mortise (to join or fasten securely) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MORTISE EIMORST to join or fasten securely [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MOVIOLA AILMOOV movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n -S] 

MUDFLAP ADFLMPU flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n -S] 

MUFFLER EFFLMRU device for deadening sound [n -S] 

MULLERS ELLMRSU MULLER, grinding implement [n] 
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NACELLE ACEELLN shelter on aircraft [n -S] 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAILING AGIILNN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

NANOBOT ABNNOOT very small self-propelled machine [n -S] 

NAVAIDS AADINSV NAVAID, navigational device [n] 

NEEDING DEEGINN NEED, to have urgent or essential use for [v] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

NETBOOK BEKNOOT small portable computer [n -S] 

NETLESS EELNSST having no net [adj] 

NETLIKE EEIKLNT resembling net [adj] 

NIBBING BBGIINN NIB, to provide with penpoint [v] 

NIBLIKE BEIIKLN resembling penpoint (point of pen) [adj] 

NONOILY ILNNOOY not oily (covered or soaked with oil) [adj] 

NONUSES ENNOSSU NONUSE, failure to use [n] 

NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n] 

NOOSING GINNOOS NOOSE, to secure with type of loop [v] 

NOSEBAG ABEGNOS feedbag (bag for feeding horses) [n -S] 

NOZZLES ELNOSZZ NOZZLE, projecting spout [n] 

NUNCHUK CHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUTPICK CIKNPTU device for extracting kernels from nuts [n -S] 
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OARLESS AELORSS having no oars [adj] 

OARLIKE AEIKLOR resembling oar [adj] 
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OARLOCK ACKLOOR device for holding oar in place [n -S] 

OCULARS ACLORSU OCULAR, eyepiece (lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument) [n] 

OFFLINE EFFILNO not connected to computer network [adj] 

OILCANS ACILNOS OILCAN, can for applying lubricating oil [n] 

OILCUPS CILOPSU OILCUP, closed cup for supplying lubricant [n] 

OILHOLE EHILLOO hole through which lubricating oil is injected [n -S] 

OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj] 

OILWAYS AILOSWY OILWAY, channel for passage of oil [n] 

OOMIACK ACIKMOO umiak (open Inuit boat) [n -S] 

OOMIACS ACIMOOS OOMIAC, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMIAKS AIKMOOS OOMIAK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OPERATE AEEOPRT to perform function [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTAGES AEGOSTU OUTAGE, failure or interruption in use or functioning [n] 

OUTFITS FIOSTTU OUTFIT, to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v] 

OUTMODE DEMOOTU to outdate (to make out-of-date) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTRIGS GIORSTU OUTRIG, to equip (boat) with outriggers (projections having floats) [v] 

OVERPLY ELOPRVY to ply to excess; overwork [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

OVERUSE EEORSUV to use too much [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OVONICS CINOOSV OVONIC, electronic device [n] 

OXCARTS ACORSTX OXCART, ox-drawn cart [n] 
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PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDLER ADDELPR one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n -S] 

PADDLES ADDELPS PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADLOCK ACDKLOP to secure with type of lock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

PALMTOP ALMOPPT small computer that fits in palm of hand [n -S] 

PANZERS AENPRSZ PANZER, armored combat vehicle [n] 

PARRALS AALPRRS PARRAL, parrel (sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship) [n] 

PARRELS AELPRRS PARREL, sliding loop of rope or chain used on ship [n] 

PASSKEY AEKPSSY key that opens several different locks [n -S] 

PASTING AGINPST PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture [v] 

PATENTS AENPSTT PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

PAYLOAD AADLOPY part of cargo producing income [n -S] 

PEAVEYS AEEPSVY PEAVEY, lever used to move logs [n] 

PEAVIES AEEIPSV PEAVY, peavey (lever used to move logs) [n] 

PEDALED ADDEELP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALER ADEELPR one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n -S] 

PEDALOS ADELOPS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

PEDICAB ABCDEIP passenger vehicle that is pedaled [n -S] 

PEENING EEGINNP PEEN, to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead [v] 
PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v] 

PEINING EGIINNP PEIN, to peen (to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead) [v] 

PELHAMS AEHLMPS PELHAM, type of horse's mouthpiece [n] 

PELORUS ELOPRSU navigational instrument [n -ES] 
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PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENNING EGINNNP PEN, to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink) [v] 

PESSARY AEPRSSY contraceptive device worn in vagina [n -RIES] 

PESTLED DEELPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PESTLES EELPSST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETARDS ADEPRST PETARD, explosive device [n] 

PETCOCK CCEKOPT small valve or faucet [n -S] 

PHAETON AEHNOPT light carriage [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PICKAXE ACEIKPX to pickax (to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 

PIGBOAT ABGIOPT submarine [n -S] 

PIGGINS GGIINPS PIGGIN, small wooden pail [n] 

PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PINGERS EGINPRS PINGER, device for producing pulses of sound [n] 

PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S] / PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

PINNACE ACEINNP small sailing ship [n -S] 

PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

PINTLES EILNPST PINTLE, pin on which something turns [n] 

PIOLETS EILOPST PIOLET, ice ax [n] 

PIPAGES AEGIPPS PIPAGE, system of pipes [n] 

PIPEAGE AEEGIPP pipage (system of pipes) [n -S] 

PIPETTE EEIPPTT to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIPINGS GIINPPS PIPING, system of pipes [n] 

PIRAGUA AAGIPRU dugout canoe [n -S] 

PIROGUE EGIOPRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PIROQUE EIOPQRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PISTONS INOPSST PISTON, part of engine [n] 

PITMANS AIMNPST PITMAN, connecting rod [n] 

PITSAWS AIPSSTW PITSAW, large saw for cutting logs [n] 

PLANERS AELNPRS PLANER, one that planes (to make smooth or even) [n] 

PLANING AGILNNP PLANE, to make smooth or even [v] 

PLANISH AHILNPS to toughen and smooth by hammering lightly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PLATENS AELNPST PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

PLAYSET AELPSTY outdoor apparatus having equipment for children's activities [n -S] 

PLESSOR ELOPRSS plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n -S] 

PLEXORS ELOPRSX PLEXOR, small, hammer-like medical instrument [n] 

PLOUGHS GHLOPSU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

PLOWBOY BLOOPWY boy who leads plow team [n -S] 

PLOWING GILNOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [v] 

PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 

PLUMBED BDELMPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

POPPETS EOPPPST POPPET, mechanical valve [n] 

POSTBAG ABGOPST mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n -S] 
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PREAMPS AEMPPRS PREAMP, amplifier (device for amplifying) [n] 

PRETYPE EEPPRTY to type beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRICKET CEIKPRT spike for holding candle upright [n -S] 

PRISING GIINPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever [v] 

PROBANG ABGNOPR surgical rod [n -S] 

PROPJET EJOPPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

PULLEYS ELLPSUY PULLEY, to hoist with pulley (device used for lifting weight) [v] 

PULLMAN ALLMNPU railroad sleeping car [n -S] 

PULSERS ELPRSSU PULSER, device that causes pulsations [n] 

PUMPERS EMPPRSU PUMPER, one that pumps (to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)) [n] 

PUMPING GIMNPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [v] 

PUNCHED CDEHNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCHES CEHNPSU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNTIES EINPSTU PUNTY, iron rod used in glassmaking [n] 
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QAMUTIK AIKMQTU komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

QUIPPUS IPPQSUU QUIPPU, quipu (ancient calculating device) [n] 

QULLIQS ILLQQSU QULLIQ, kudlik (Inuit oil lamp) [n] 

QUOINED DEINOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QWERTYS EQRSTWY QWERTY, standard keyboard [n] 
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RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S] 

RACHETS ACEHRST RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RADOMES ADEMORS RADOME, domelike device used to shelter radar antenna [n] 

RAGTOPS AGOPRST RAGTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

RAILBUS ABILRSU passenger car equipped for operation on rails [n -SSES, -ES] 

RAILCAR AACILRR railroad car [n -S] 

RAILWAY AAILRWY railroad [n -S] 

RAMJETS AEJMRST RAMJET, type of engine [n] 

RAMRODS ADMORRS RAMROD, to supervise [v] 

RANDANS AADNNRS RANDAN, boat rowed by three persons [n] 

RAPPELS AELPPRS RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

RASPING AGINPRS tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S]  

RATCHES ACEHRST RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

RATCHET ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, ING, -S] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RAZORED ADEORRZ RAZOR, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

READOUT ADEORTU presentation of computer data [n -S] 

REAMERS AEEMRRS REAMER, tool used to enlarge holes [n] 

REBORED BDEEORR REBORE, BORE, to pierce with rotary tool [v] 

REBORES BEEORRS REBORE, BORE, to pierce with rotary tool [v] 

RECOMBS BCEMORS RECOMB, COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 
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REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial (to manipulate calibrated disk) again [v] 

REDRILL DEILLRR DRILL, to bore hole in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEDING DEEGINR REED, to fasten with reeds (stalks of tall grasses) [v] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REELING EEGILNR REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [v] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REFORGE EEFGORR to forge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGAUGE AEEGGRU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts) [v] 

REGLUED DEEGLRU REGLUE, GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance) [v] 

REGLUES EEGLRSU REGLUE, GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance) [v] 

REGRIND DEGINRR to grind again [v -ROUND, -ING, -S] 

REHINGE EEGHINR to hinge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, KEY, to provide with key (device used to turn bolt in lock) [v] 

REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v] 

RELACED ACDEELR RELACE, LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges) [v] 

RELACES ACEELRS RELACE, LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges) [v] 

RELOCKS CEKLORS RELOCK, LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device [v] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REPLOWS ELOPRSW REPLOW, PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [v] 

REPLUMB BELMPRU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOWER EEOPRRW to power again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, SAW, to cut or divide with saw (type of cutting tool) [v] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [v] 

RESHAVE AEEHRSV to shave again [v -D, -N -VING, -S] 

RESIFTS EFIRSST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RESMELT EELMRST to smelt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOJET EEJORST pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RESPOOL ELOOPRS to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETACKS ACEKRST RETACK, to tack again [v] 

RETAPED ADEEPRT RETAPE, TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [v] 

RETAPES AEEPRST RETAPE, TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band) [v]  

RETICLE CEEILRT network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S] 

RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, TIE, to fasten with cord or rope [v] 

REWELDS DEELRSW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWIRED DEEIRRW REWIRE, WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [v] 

REWIRES EEIRRSW REWIRE, WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [v] 

REWRITE EEIRRTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

RICKSHA ACHIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIFFLER EFFILRR filing and scraping tool [n -S] 

RIKISHA AHIIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIKSHAW AHIKRSW rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIMMERS EIMMRRS RIMMER, reamer (tool used to enlarge holes) [n] 

RIPCORD CDIOPRR cord pulled to release parachute [n -S] 
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RIPPLER EILPPRR toothed tool for cleaning flax fiber [n -S] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSAWS AIPRSSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIVETED DEEIRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

RIVETER EEIRRTV one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n -S] 

ROBANDS ABDNORS ROBAND, piece of yarn used to fasten sail [n] 

ROBATAS AABORST ROBATA, grill used for Japanese cooking [n] 

ROBBINS BBINORS ROBBIN, roband (piece of yarn used to fasten sail) [n] 

ROBOTIC BCIOORT ROBOT, humanlike machine that performs various functions [adj] 

ROCKETS CEKORST ROCKET, to convey by means of rocket (device propelled by reaction of escaping gases) [v] 

RODDING DDGINOR ROD, to provide with rod (straight, slender piece of material) [v] 

RODLESS DELORSS having no rod [adj] 

RODLIKE DEIKLOR resembling rod [adj] 

RODNEYS DENORSY RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n] 

ROOTKIT IKOORTT software that enables unauthorized access to computer [n -S] 

ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] 

ROPEWAY AEOPRWY aerial cable used to transport freight [n -S] 

ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act of binding with rope [n] 

ROUNDER DENORRU tool for rounding [n -S]  

ROUTERS EORRSTU ROUTER, scooping tool [n] 

ROWBOAT ABOORTW small boat designed to be rowed [n -S] 

ROWELED DEELORW ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

ROWLOCK CKLOORW oarlock (device for holding oar in place) [n -S] 

RUDDERS DDERRSU RUDDER, vertical blade used to direct course of vessel [n] 

RUNDLES DELNRSU RUNDLE, rung (crosspiece forming step of ladder) [n] 
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SADDLED ADDDELS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

SADDLES ADDELSS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 

SANTOKU AKNOSTU Japanese kitchen knife [n -S] 

SAWBUCK ABCKSUW sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n -S] 

SAWDUST ADSSTUW small particles of wood produced in sawing [n -S]  

SAWLIKE AEIKLSW resembling saw [adj] 

SAWLOGS AGLOSSW SAWLOG, log large enough to saw into boards [n] 

SAWMILL AILLMSW place where logs are sawed [n -S] 

SCALPEL ACELLPS small surgical knife [n -S] 

SCAUPER ACEPRSU engraving tool [n -S] 

SCHUITS CHISSTU SCHUIT, Dutch sailing vessel [n] 

SCISSOR CIORSSS to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCOOTER CEOORST to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCOWING CGINOSW SCOW, to transport by scow (flat-bottomed boat) [v] 

SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

SCREENS CEENRSS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 
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SCREWED CDEERSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCREWER CEERRSW one that screws (to attach with screw (type of metal fastener)) [n -S] 

SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCYTHED CDEHSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SCYTHES CEHSSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SEACOCK ACCEKOS valve in ship's hull [n -S] 

SEALIFT AEFILST to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SELSYNS ELNSSSY SELSYN, type of remote-control device [n] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SERGERS EEGRRSS SERGER, machine for serging [n] 

SERVICE CEEIRSV to repair (to restore to good condition) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SEWABLE ABEELSW SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [adj] 

SEXTANT AENSTTX instrument for measuring angular distances [n -S] 

SEXTONS ENOSSTX SEXTON, maintenance worker of church [n] 

SHADOOF ADFHOOS device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation [n -S] 

SHADUFS ADFHSSU SHADUF, shadoof (device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation) [n] 

SHAFTED ADEFHST SHAFT, to push or propel with pole [v] 

SHALLOP AHLLOPS small, open boat [n -S] 

SHARPEN AEHNPRS to make sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

SHAVERS AEHRSSV SHAVER, one that shaves (to sever hair close to roots) [n] 

SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n] 

SHIKARA AAHIKRS light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S] 

SHIMMED DEHIMMS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHOOLED DEHLOOS SHOOL, to shovel (to take up with shovel (digging implement)) [v] 

SHORANS AHNORSS SHORAN, type of navigational system [n] 

SHOTGUN GHNOSTU to shoot with type of gun [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

SHOVELS EHLOSSV SHOVEL, to take up with shovel (digging implement) [v] 

SHUTOFF FFHOSTU device that shuts something off [n -S] 

SICKLED CDEIKLS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement [v] 

SICKLES CEIKLSS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement [v] 

SIDECAR ACDEIRS passenger car attached to motorcycle [n -S] 

SIEVING EGIINSV SIEVE, to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter) [v] 

SIFTERS EFIRSST SIFTER, one that sifts (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [n] 

SIFTING FGIINST SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter)) [v] / work of sifter [n -S] 

SKATERS AEKRSST SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels)) [n] 

SKATING AGIKNST SKATE, to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels) [v] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKEWERS EEKRSSW SKEWER, to pierce with long pin, as meat [v] 

SKIBOBS BBIKOSS SKIBOB, to ride bike-like vehicle with skis instead of wheels [v] 

SKIDWAY ADIKSWY platform on which logs are piled for loading or sawing [n -S] 

SKYHOOK HKKOOSY hook conceived as being suspended from sky [n -S] 

SKYSAIL AIKLSSY type of sail [n -S] 

SLEDDED DDDEELS SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v] 

SLEDDER DDEELRS one that sleds (to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice)) [n -S] 

SLEDGED DDEEGLS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 
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SLEDGES DEEGLSS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEIGHS EGHILSS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLOTTER ELORSTT machine for slotting [n -S] 

SMELTER EELMRST one that smelts (to melt or fuse as ores) [n -S] 

SNARERS AENRRSS SNARER, one that snares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n] 

SNARING AGINNRS SNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

SNATHES AEHNSST SNATHE, snath (handle of scythe) [n] 

SNELLED DEELLNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIBBED BBDEINS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v -Ed, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SOCKETS CEKOSST SOCKET, to furnish with socket (opening for receiving something) [v] 

SOLDERS DELORSS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLIONS ILNOOSS SOLION, electronic detecting and amplifying device [n] 

SONDERS DENORSS SONDER, class of small yachts [n] 

SONOVOX NOOOSVX sound effects device [n -ES] 

SORDINE DEINORS device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 

SORDINO DINOORS sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -NI] 

SOYUZES EOSSUYZ SOYUZ, manned spacecraft of former Soviet Union [n] 

SPACKLE ACEKLPS to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPADERS ADEPRSS SPADER, one that spades (to take up with spade (digging implement)) [n] 

SPADING ADGINPS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement) [v] 

SPAMBOT ABMOPST computer program that sends out unsolicited e-mail [n -S] 

SPATULA AALPSTU mixing implement [n -S] 

SPEARED ADEEPRS SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

SPEARER AEEPRRS one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n -S] 

SPENCER CEENPRS trysail (type of sail) [n -S] 

SPHENIC CEHINPS shaped like wedge [adj] 

SPIGOTS GIOPSST SPIGOT, faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n] 

SPIKING GIIKNPS SPIKE, to fasten with spike (long, thick nail) [v] 

SPINDLE DEILNPS to impale on slender rod [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPITTED DEIPSTT SPIT, to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned) [v] 

SPLENTS ELNPSST SPLENT, splint [n] 

SPLINED DEILNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPLINES EILNPSS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPOKING GIKNOPS SPOKE, to provide with spokes (rods that support rim of wheel) [v] 

SPOONED DENOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOONER ENOOPRS one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 

SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

SPUDDER DDEPRSU tool for removing bark from trees [n -S] 

SPUDGEL DEGLPSU bucket attached to long pole [n -S] 

SPURRED DEPRRSU SPUR, to urge on with spur (horseman's goad) [v] 

SPURRER EPRRRSU one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n -S] 

SPURTLE ELPRSTU stick for stirring porridge [n -S] 

SPYWARE AEPRSWY computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STAKING AGIKNST STAKE, to fasten with stake (pointed piece of wood or metal) [v] 

STAPLED ADELPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 
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STAPLER AELPRST stapling device [n -S] 

STAPLES AELPSST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n] 

STEAMER AEEMRST to travel by steamship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STICKUM CIKMSTU substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

STIRRED DEIRRST STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S] 

STIRRUP IPRRSTU support for foot of horseman [n -S] 

STRIGIL GIILRST scraping instrument [n -S] 

STRINGS GINRSST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STUDDIE DDEISTU anvil [n -S] 

SUBMENU BEMNSUU secondary list of options for computer [n -S] 

SUBSOIL BILOSSU to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S] 

SULKIES EIKLSSU SULKY, light horse-drawn vehicle [n] 

SUNBEDS BDENSSU SUNBED, device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] 

SUNDIAL ADILNSU type of time-telling device [n -S] 

SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 

SUNROOF FNOORSU automobile roof having openable panel [n -S] 

SUPERED DEEPRSU SUPER, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book [v] 

SURREYS ERRSSUY SURREY, light carriage [n] 

SWAGING AGGINSW SWAGE, to shape with hammering tool [v] 

SWIFTER EFIRSTW rope on ship [n -S] 

SWIPLES EILPSSW SWIPLE, part of threshing device [n] 

SWIPPLE EILPPSW swiple (part of threshing device) [n -S] 

SYNCHRO CHNORSY selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

SYPHONS HNOPSSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYRETTE EERSTTY small tube fitted with hypodermic needle containing single dose of medication [n -S] 

SYRINGE EGINRSY to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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TACKERS ACEKRST TACKER, one that tacks (to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)) [n] 

TACKETS ACEKSTT TACKET, hobnail [n] 

TACKING ACGIKNT TACK, to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails) [v] 

TAMISES AEIMSST TAMIS, strainer made of cloth mesh [n] 

TANDEMS ADEMNST TANDEM, bicycle built for two [n] 

TAPHOLE AEHLOPT hole in blast furnace [n -S] 

TAPLESS AELPSST lacking tap (device to stop flow of liquid or gas) [adj] 

TAPPETS AEPPSTT TAPPET, sliding rod that causes another part of mechanism to move [n] 

TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S] 

TASKBAR AABKRST row of graphical controls on computer screen [n -S] 

TAXICAB AABCITX automobile for hire [n -S] 

TAXIING AGIINTX TAXI, to travel in taxicab [v] 

TEAPOTS AEOPSTT TEAPOT, vessel used in making and serving tea [n] 

TEDDERS DDEERST TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 
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TEKKIES EEIKKST TEKKIE, techie (technician) [n] 

TELEGAS AEEGLST TELEGA, Russian wagon [n] 

TELLIES EEILLST TELLY, television set [n] 

TELPHER EEHLPRT to transport by system of aerial cable cars [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TERRETS EERRSTT TERRET, metal ring on harness [n] 

TERRITS EIRRSTT TERRIT, terret (metal ring on harness) [n] 

TETHERS EEHRSTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

THERMEL EEHLMRT device for temperature measurement [n -S] 

THERMOS EHMORST container used to keep liquids either hot or cold [n -ES] 

THIMBLE BEHILMT cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n -S] 

TIEBACK ABCEIKT loop for holding curtain back to one side [n -S] 

TIEPINS EIINPST TIEPIN, pin for securing necktie [n] 

TILBURY BILRTUY carriage having two wheels [n -RIES] 

TILLING GIILLNT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [v] 

TINKERS EIKNRST TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TIPCART ACIPRTT type of cart [n -S] 

TOASTER AEORSTT device for toasting [n -S] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOEHOLD DEHLOOT space that supports toes in climbing [n -S] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOGGLED DEGGLOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

TOGGLER EGGLORT one that toggles (to fasten with type of pin or short rod) [n -S] 

TOGGLES EGGLOST TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

TOLLBAR ABLLORT tollgate [n -S] 

TONEARM AEMNORT pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n -S] 

TONGERS EGNORST TONGER, one that tongs (to lift with type of grasping device) [n] 

TONGING GGINNOT TONG, to lift with type of grasping device [v] 

TOOLBAR ABLOORT row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n -S] 

TOOLBOX BLOOOTX box for tools [n -ES] 

TOOLERS ELOORST TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n] 

TOOLING GILNOOT ornamentation done with tools [n -S] / TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work) [v] 

TOOLSET ELOOSTT set of tools [n -S] 

TOPSAIL AILOPST sail of ship [n -S] 

TORSADE ADEORST twisted cord [n -S] 

TOURERS EORRSTU TOURER, large, open automobile [n] 

TOWBOAT ABOOTTW tugboat (boat built for towing) [n -S] 

TOWLINE EILNOTW line used in towing [n -S] 

TOWROPE EOOPRTW rope used for towing [n -S] 

TRACTOR ACORRTT motor vehicle used in farming [n -S] 

TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAMCAR AACMRRT streetcar [n -S] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT tranny (transmission) [n -NIES] 

TRAPANS AANPRST TRAPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

TRAPPED ADEPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRAPPER AEPPRRT one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n -S] 

TRAVOIS AIORSTV type of sled [n -ES] 

TRAWLER AELRRTW boat used for trawling [n -S] 
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TRAWLEY AELRTWY small truck or car for conveying material [n -S] 

TREADLE ADEELRT to work foot lever [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREDDLE DDEELRT to treadle (to work foot lever) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRELLIS EILLRST to provide with trellis (frame used as support for climbing plants) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TREPANS AENPRST TREPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

TRICING CGIINRT TRICE, to haul up with rope [v] 

TRIJETS EIJRSTT TRIJET, airplane powered by three jet engines [n] 

TRIMMED DEIMMRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 

TRISHAW AHIRSTW pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n -S] 

TROCARS ACORRST TROCAR, surgical instrument [n] 

TROCHAR ACHORRT trocar (surgical instrument) [n -S] 

TROFFER EFFORRT fixture for fluorescent lighting [n -S] 

TROIKAS AIKORST TROIKA, Russian carriage [n] 

TROLLEY ELLORTY to convey by streetcar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TROMMEL ELMMORT screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n -S] 

TROMPES EMOPRST TROMPE, device used for supplying air to furnace [n] 

TROWELS ELORSTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

TRUCKED CDEKRTU TRUCK, to transport by truck (automotive vehicle designed to carry loads) [v] 

TRUNNEL ELNNRTU treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRYSAIL AILRSTY type of sail [n -S] 

TUBULAR ABLRTUU completely enclosed bicycle tire [n -S] 

TUGBOAT ABGOTTU boat built for towing [n -S] 

TUGLESS EGLSSTU being without rope or chain with which to pull [adj] 

TUMBREL BELMRTU type of cart [n -S] 

TUMBRIL BILMRTU tumbrel (type of cart) [n -S] 

TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES] 

TUNEUPS ENPSTUU TUNEUP, adjustment to ensure efficient operation [n] 

TUYERES EERSTUY TUYERE, pipe through which air is forced into blast furnace [n] 

TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S] 

TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWINERS EINRSTW TWINER, one that twines (to twist together) [n] 

TWINIER EIINRTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

TWINJET EIJNTTW aircraft with two jet engines [n -S] 

TYPEBAR ABEPRTY part of typewriter [n -S] 

TYPISTS IPSSTTY TYPIST, one who types [n] 
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UMIACKS ACIKMSU UMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

UNBOLTS BLNOSTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] 

UNBOUND BDNNOUU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v] 

UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNFIXED DEFINUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 
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UNFIXES EFINSUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFUSED DEFNSUU not fused (to equip with fuse (detonating device)) [adj] 

UNGLUED DEGLNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGLUES EGLNSUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNHANDY ADHNNUY difficult to handle [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNHANGS AGHNNSU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHASPS AHNPSSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNIBODY BDINOUY single molded unit that forms bodywork and chassis of vehicle [n -DIES] 

UNIPODS DINOPSU UNIPOD, one-legged support [n] 

UNKNOTS KNNOSTU UNKNOT, to undo knot in [v] 

UNLACED ACDELNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLACES ACELNSU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLATCH ACHLNTU to open by lifting latch (fastening device) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNLINKS IKLNNSU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLOCKS CKLNOSU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v] 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNOILED DEILNOU not oiled (to supply with oil (a greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)) [adj] 

UNRAKED ADEKNRU not raked (to gather with toothed implement) [adj] 

UNRIVET EINRTUV to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v -ED, -ING, -S, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

UNROPED DENOPRU not roped (to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers)) [adj] / UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNSAWED ADENSUW SAW, to cut or divide with saw (type of cutting tool) [adj] 

UNSCREW CENRSUW to remove screws from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSHARP AHNPRSU SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

UNSTEPS ENPSSTU UNSTEP, to remove from socket [v] 

UPBINDS BDINPSU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPBOUND BDNOPUU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPHROES EHOPRSU UPHROE, euphroe (device used to adjust shipboard awning) [n] 

UPLOADS ADLOPSU UPLOAD, to transfer information from small computer to larger computer [v] 

UPRATED ADEPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPRATES AEPRSTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPSHIFT FHIPSTU to shift into higher gear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTIMES EIMPSTU UPTIME, time during which machinery is functioning [n] 

UTENSIL EILNSTU useful implement [n -S] 
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VACUUMED ACDEMUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VALVATE AAELTVV having valves or parts resembling valves [adj] 

VALVING AGILNVV VALVE, to provide with valve (device for controlling flow of liquid or gas) [v] 

VALVULA AALLUVV valvule (small valve) [n -E] 

VALVULE AELLUVV small valve [n -S] 

VAMPERS AEMPRSV VAMPER, one that vamps (to repair or patch) [n] 

VAMPING AGIMNPV VAMP, to repair or patch [v] 

VANNING AGINNNV VAN, to transport in van (type of motor vehicle) [v] 

VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S] 

VEHICLE CEEHILV device used as means of conveyance [n -S] 
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VEINERS EEINRSV VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

VELLUMS ELLMSUV VELLUM, fine parchment [n] 

VENTURI EINRTUV device for measuring flow of fluid [n -S] 

VERNIER EEINRRV auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n -S] 

VESSELS EELSSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [n] 

VIDETTE DEEITTV vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n -S] 

VISEING EGIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device) [v] 

VOCODER CDEOORV electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S] 
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WAGGONS AGGNOSW WAGGON, to wagon (to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle)) [v] 

WAGONED ADEGNOW WAGON, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [v] 

WARBIRD ABDIRRW vintage military aircraft [n -S] 

WASHERS AEHRSSW WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S] 

WEDGIER DEEGIRW WEDGY, resembling wedge [adj] 

WEDGING DEGGINW WEDGE, to force apart with wedge (tapering piece of wood or metal) [v] 

WETWARE AEERTWW human brain when considered as functionally equivalent to computer [n -S] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WHETTED DEEHTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v] 

WHETTER EEHRTTW one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

WHIPSAW AHIPSWW to cut with narrow, tapering saw [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S] 

WIDDIES DDEIISW WIDDIE, widdy (hangman's noose) [n] / WIDDY [n] 

WIDGETS DEGISTW WIDGET, gadget (mechanical device) [n] 

WILLIED DEIILLW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLIES EIILLSW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLOWS ILLOSWW WILLOW, to clean textile fibers with certain machine [v] 

WILLYING GIILLNWY WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WIMBLED BDEILMW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMBLES BEILMSW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WINCHED CDEHINW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINCHER CEHINRW one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n -S] 

WINCHES CEHINSW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINGNUT GINNTUW nut with projections for gripping with thumb and finger [n -S] 

WIRABLE ABEILRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [adj] 

WIRETAP AEIPRTW to intercept messages by means of concealed monitoring device [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

WITHING GHIINTW WITHE, to bind with flexible twigs [v] 

WOMERAS AEMORSW WOMERA, device used to propel spears [n] 

WOMMERA AEMMORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 

WOODIES DEIOOSW WOODY, wood-paneled station wagon [n] / WOODIE [n] 

WOOMERA AEMOORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 

WORKBAG ABGKORW bag for holding work instruments and materials [n -S] 

WORKBOX BKOORWX box for holding work instruments and materials [n -ES] 
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WRICKED CDEIKRW WRICK, to wrench (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

WRITING GIINRTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v] 

WRITTEN EINRTTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v] 

WUDDIES DDEISUW WUDDY, loop at end of rope [n] 
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XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 
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YACHTED ACDEHTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YOMPING GIMNOPY YOMP, to march with heavy equipment over difficult terrain [v] 
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ZAPPERS AEPPRSZ ZAPPER, device that zaps [n] 

ZEBECKS BCEEKSZ ZEBECK, xebec (Mediterranean sailing vessel) [n] 

ZESTERS EERSSTZ ZESTER, utensil for peeling citrus rind [n] 

ZIPLOCK CIKLOPZ having groove and ridge that form tight seal when joined [adj] 

ZIPPERS EIPPRSZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 
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	CANTEEN ACEENNT small container for carrying water [n -S]
	CARBOYS ABCORSY CARBOY, large bottle [n]
	CASHBOX ABCHOSX container for money [n -S]
	CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n]
	CRESSET CEERSST metal cup for burning oil [n -S]
	CRUSETS CERSSTU CRUSET, melting pot [n]
	D
	DADOING ADDGINO DADO, to set into groove [v]
	DEADMAN AADDEMN anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n -MEN]
	DEXTRIN DEINRTX substance used as adhesive[n -S]
	DISCOID CDDIIOS disk (flat, circular plate) [adj]
	DROPPER DEOPPRR tube for dispensing liquid in drops [n -S]
	E
	F
	FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S]
	FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S]
	G
	GABOONS ABGNOOS GABOON, spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n]
	GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing to make something fluid-tight) [n -S]
	GILLING GGIILLN GILL, to catch fish with type of net [v]
	GILLNET AEGILLNT to gill (to catch fish with type of net [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	GIMBALS ABGILMS GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v]
	GIRDERS DEGIRRS GIRDER, horizontal support [n]
	H
	HAMMOCK ACHKMMO hanging cot [n -S]
	HATCHET CEHHTT small ax [n -S]
	HATPINS AHINPST HATPIN, pin for securing hat [n]
	HITCHER CEHHIRT one that hitches (to fasten with knot or hook) [n -S]
	HOOPERS EHOOPRS HOOPER, one that hoops (to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal)) [n]
	I
	K
	KNOTTED DEKNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v]
	KNOTTER EKNORTT one that knots (to tie in knot (closed loop)) [n -S]
	L
	LEASHED ADEEHLS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v]
	LEASHES AEEHLSS LEASH, to restrain animal with line or thong [v]
	MAILBAG AABGILM bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n -S]
	MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	METUMPS EMMPSTU METUMP, tumpline (strap for supporting load on back) [n]
	N
	NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n]
	NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n]
	NOOSING GINNOOS NOOSE, to secure with type of loop [v]
	P
	PADLOCK ACDKLOP to secure with type of lock [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n]
	PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v]
	PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S]
	POSTBAG ABGOPST mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n -S]
	PUNTIES EINPSTU PUNTY, iron rod used in glassmaking [n]
	Q
	REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v]
	RIVETER EEIRRTV one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n -S]
	ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj]
	ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act of binding with rope [n]
	S
	SADDLED ADDDELS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v]
	SADDLES ADDELSS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v]
	SCREWER CEERRSW one that screws (to attach with screw (type of metal fastener)) [n -S]
	SPUDGEL DEGLPSU bucket attached to long pole [n -S]
	SWIFTER EFIRSTW rope on ship [n -S]
	SYRETTE EERSTTY small tube fitted with hypodermic needle containing single dose of medication [n -S]
	T
	TACKERS ACEKRST TACKER, one that tacks (to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)) [n]
	THERMOS EHMORST container used to keep liquids either hot or cold [n -ES]
	TIEBACK ABCEIKT loop for holding curtain back to one side [n -S]
	TIEPINS EIINPST TIEPIN, pin for securing necktie [n]
	TOEHOLD DEHLOOT space that supports toes in climbing [n -S]
	TOGGLER EGGLORT one that toggles (to fasten with type of pin or short rod) [n -S]
	TRELLIS EILLRST to provide with trellis (frame used as support for climbing plants) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	TUNDISH DHINSTU receptacle for molten metal [n -ES]
	U
	UNBOUND BDNNOUU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v]
	UNHANGS AGHNNSU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v]
	UNKNOTS KNNOSTU UNKNOT, to undo knot in [v]
	UNROPED DENOPRU not roped (to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers)) [adj] / UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v]
	UPBINDS BDINPSU UPBIND, to bind completely [v]
	UPBOUND BDNOPUU UPBIND, to bind completely [v]
	UTENSIL EILNSTU useful implement [n -S]
	V
	W
	WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S]
	WITHING GHIINTW WITHE, to bind with flexible twigs [v]
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